
Empowering everyone for a new era of work



“Thriving Employees are 

what will give organizations 
a competitive advantage in 
today's dynamic economic 

environment.” 

—Satya Nadella

Employees have embraced flexible 

work and its benefits. 

Meanwhile, many leaders want the 

office life of 2019. 

Add to this the economic headwinds: 

business leaders must navigate rising 

inflation, shrinking budgets and a 

talent marketplace that remains very 

tight.  

Current State



Intentional Transformation Post-Covid

• How do we achieve what employers and employees need?

• How do we operate in the “new normal”?

• How do we deliver the best experiences?

• How do we enable productivity, creativity and innovation?

• How do we manage the bottom line and grow margins?



Challenges to Innovation

• Workforce shortages

• Skilling

• Technical debt

• Multi-generational workforces

• Differing expectations

• Managing culture

• The employee as a customer

• Hybrid Workplace

• Economic downturn/market risk



Creating Culture and Employee Experience

Meeting the needs of today’s digitally 

connected, distributed workforce 

requires a new approach. 

To help, we have curated the 3 critical 

themes. Meeting the needs of today’s 

digitally connected, distributed 

workforce requires as for employees 

to thrive and organizations to gain 

competitive advantage.

Data sources:

Work Trend Pulse Report

Work Trend Index Report

LinkedIn Labor Trends

Glint People Science Findings

Customers.Microsoft.com

Customer and Partner Insights

HBR

Onboarding and Retention
56% of employees and 68% of business decision-

makers say the growth opportunities in their 

organizations are insufficient to keep them there in the 

long term. 

Engaged and Empowered Employee
48% of Employees and 53% of managers report that 

they're already burned out at work.

Bringing the Organization Together
73% of employees and 78% of business decision 

makers say they need a better reason to go into the 

office than just company expectations

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/hybrid-work-is-just-work
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/great-expectations-making-hybrid-work-work
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/home?sq=&ff=&p=0


Hybrid



Digital Fabric



• A Microsoft Worklab survey shows “9 out of 10 people want simpler ways to automate 
daily tasks so they can focus on the work that matters.”

• The survey showed that employees are hungry for better digital tools – 87% of them 
believe pursuing digital transformation is more important now than ever before. Even 
more respondents also said their teams would benefit from solutions that allowed them 
to automate tasks.

• “As people look for better ways to be more collaborative in every aspect of their work, it 
comes as no surprise that they want to do away with repetitive tasks that disrupt time 
better spent engaging with others,” the report on the survey results says.

• A good example is an average call at the typical contact center. “At many, many IT service 
desks or customer service centers, over 50% of their calls are related to password resets,” 
Maribel Lopez, founder and principal analyst at Lopez Research, says.

• Automating those sorts of mundane interactions can substantially improve both the 
employee and customer experience.

Microsoft survey says people are ready for AI tools at workplace | Cybernews

https://cybernews.com/news/microsoft-survey-says-people-are-ready-for-ai-tools-at-workplace/


operating model





every



Empower employees to create culture



Flexibility is here to stay – you can choose how to work 
With Microsoft Teams, unwanted background noise can be reduced, 
collaboration is uncompromised, and participants can present with confidence

8AM
Attend a morning 
stand-up from home

10AM
Present to remote and 
in-person attendees 
from the office

1PM
Take your work on 
the go with meeting 
chat and collab

3PM
Join a meeting from 
any environment 
with ease

5PM
Wrap up the day by 
reviewing any meeting 
notes and tasks



Create inclusive and 
engaging meeting 
experiences

• Feel connected and reduce meeting 

fatigue with Together mode

• Present with confidence using 
PowerPoint Live with Microsoft Teams

• Step up the production level of your 
presentation with Presenter mode or

Cameo

• Optimize content and audience viewing 
with Dynamic view

All features are currently available.

Please check Microsoft 365 roadmap for latest availability.

See everyone in one place, read non-
verbal expressions, and feel more 
connected using Together mode.

Confidently present with slides, notes, 
and chat all in one view with 
PowerPoint Live in Microsoft Teams.

Customize how video feed appears 
with content—and enhance personal 
connections—using Presenter mode or 
Cameo.

Optimize screen layout that 
automatically adjusts as attendees 
join or present using Dynamic view.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap


Rely on enterprise-
grade security, 
performance, and 
management

• Rely on advanced security, compliance, and 

management capabilities in Microsoft 365

• Reduce background sounds with AI-based 
noise suppression 

• Enhance audio and video quality with 
AI-based, audio-based codecs 

• Actionable IT insights with Teams Quality 
Dashboard 

Manage individual and organization-
wide security, compliance, and privacy 
settings all in one place.

Reduce background noise with AI-
based noise suppression in public or 
shared environments.

AI-based codecs help ensure your 
message is clear, even through low 
bitrates and packet loss.

Single page dashboard that provides 
monthly, daily, and hourly trends and 
views for meetings and calls.
.

Not all features shown may be immediately available.

Please check Microsoft 365 roadmap for latest availability.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap


Microsoft Viva
Empower people and teams to be their best 

Viva Learning

Skilling and 

growth

Viva Topics

Knowledge and

expertise

Viva Insights

Productivity and 

wellbeing

Viva Connections

Culture and 

communications



Microsoft Viva
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Viva Connections

Culture and Communications

Keep everyone connected

Encourage meaningful connections across the 

organization by enabling employees to easily 

discover relevant communications and communities.

Make it easy for people to contribute

Foster a culture of inclusion by empowering every 

employee to contribute ideas and share feedback.

Unite and inspire your organization

Align the entire organization around your vision, 

mission, and strategic priorities.





Viva Insights

Productivity and wellbeing

Deliver personalized and actionable insights

Empower individuals, teams, and orgs to achieve 

balance, build better work habits, and improve 

business outcomes with personalized insights 

and recommended actions.

Quantify the impact of work on people and 

business

Gain data-driven, privacy-protected visibility into 

how work patterns affect wellbeing, productivity, 

and results. 

Address complex business challenges

Use advanced tools and additional data sources to 

perform deeper analysis, address challenges 

important to your business, and respond quickly 

to change.





Viva Learning

Skilling and growth

Make learning a natural part of your day

Foster a culture of learning by enabling people to easily 

discover, share, and engage with access to learning 

integrated into Microsoft 365.

Access your learning content from one place

Simplify the learning experience by bringing together 

world class content from LinkedIn Learning, 3rd parties, 

Microsoft Learn, and your own content.

Drive results that matter

Empower your leaders and employees to organize, 

recommend, and track learning aligned with business 

outcomes.





Viva Topics

Knowledge and expertise

Turn content into usable knowledge

Use AI to reason over your organization’s content 

and automatically identify, process, and organize it 

into easily accessible knowledge.

Organize knowledge into topic pages

Enable your organization’s experts to share and 

refine knowledge through curated topic pages, 

automatically generated and updated by AI.

Make knowledge easy to discover and use

Deliver relevant topics cards in the apps people use 

every day.





All timing is for planning purposes and subject to change
Last updated September 22, 2022

Viva Sales overview

Skip the data entry: Office 365 and 

Teams applications automatically collect 

customer data, freeing you to focus on 

connections

Be more productive with real-time 

insights to better understand where 

each customer is in their purchase 

journey and how to guide the 

relationship

Get a helping hand from AI-driven 

recommendations that creates a better 

seller experience and improve your 

follow-through to make more sales

Release timing: generally available October 3, 2022



U.S. Bank invests in employee experience with 

Viva Connections in Microsoft Teams

Helping employees easily find the technology information they 
need, or bringing them information they didn’t know they 
needed, is one way that U.S. Bank uses Viva Connections to 
support employees in the realm of hybrid work.

In addition to training resources and product information, U.S. Bank’s 

employee technology experience home site features weekly articles, and 
Viva Connections is helping them reach more people. They’ve seen a 
big boost in engagement when compared to previous employee 

technology help sites.

US Bank chose Microsoft Viva Connections in Teams as a one-stop shop 

for employees to learn more about the technology they use every day, 
including information on new products, best practices, and technology 
training.

The new home experience in Viva Connections is an ultra-simple digital 

space that helps people save time. Even something as small as 
bookmarking a product site and then navigating away from Teams can 
add up to significant amounts of lost time or interfere with workflows.

“We’re highly focused on communicating well, 

prioritizing training, and being open to feedback 

about how we can make technology easier for 

everyone. That’s why we chose Viva Connections 

as our employee technology experience home 

within Teams.”

Sarah Haase

Principal Product Manager for Collaboration















Microsoft Dynamics 365 Remote Assist



Dynamics 365 Guides

with step-
Maximize operational efficiencies 



Eaton’s Vehicle Group uses Dynamics 365 
mixed reality to drive savings, efficiencies

Before using mixed reality, plant employees relied on paper 

checklists and images to complete TPM tasks. The written steps 

were long, and the still images didn’t always provide sufficient 

detail for new specialists to complete the tasks on their own.

The staff at the São José dos Campos (SJC) plant in southeast Brazil, 

where it manufactures engine valves for passenger cars and commercial 
vehicles, achieved cost-avoidance and time savings while 
troubleshooting an Italian-built machine.

During the pandemic, the Vehicle Group has been able to complete the 

audit process remotely. Plant employees use Dynamics 365 Remote 
Assist on HoloLens 2 to not only walk through the audit checklist with 
the remote auditor, but to allow auditors to verify whether employees 

are social distancing and wearing personal protective equipment (PPE).

SLP is also using Dynamics 365 Guides and HoloLens 2 to train 

specialists in a simulated environment so when they step on the shop 
floor, they’ve already physically experienced the line work. 

When you describe a problem, imagine that we are 

speaking different languages. When you explain it over 

email or on a call, someone on the other side may not 

understand precisely what's happening, but when you 

show it in real time with the HoloLens, people 

understand.”

Alexandre M. Moraes
SJC Plant Manager



Here can be anywhere 

Feel presence Experience together Connect from anywhere



Connect with presence using avatars and holoportation 



Experience together to create common understanding



Connect from anywhere
Access Mesh on any device



Immersive 

Meetings 

Product Design 

& Showcase 

Campuses & 

Conferences
Live Events Social Hubs
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Collaboration Design Virtual Office All Hands Happy Hour 

C
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Meetups Virtual Store Virtual conference Live Concerts Fan Social Club



Expressive avatars 

Battle video fatigue 

Stay engaged with camera off

Immersive spaces

Immersive spaces within a team’s channel

Pre-built spaces from collaborative 
workspaces to social gatherings











Ad-hoc Structured





1956
Artificial Intelligence

1997
Machine Learning

2017

Deep Learning

2021
Generative AI



GPT-3: We’re at the very beginning of a new app ecosystem | 

VentureBeat

How the tech behind ChatGPT could change the world—an 

updated episode from our archive | The Economist

OpenAI’s ChatGPT is a fascinating glimpse into the scary power of 

AI - Vox

dall-e | TechCrunch

A.I. Can Now Write Its Own Computer Code. That’s Good News for Humans. - The New York 

Times (nytimes.com)

Microsoft Bets Big on the Creator of ChatGPT in Race to 

Dominate A.I. - The New York Times (nytimes.com)

https://venturebeat.com/ai/gpt-3-were-at-the-very-beginning-of-a-new-app-ecosystem/
https://venturebeat.com/ai/gpt-3-were-at-the-very-beginning-of-a-new-app-ecosystem/
https://www.economist.com/podcasts/2022/12/27/how-the-tech-behind-chatgpt-could-change-the-world-an-updated-episode-from-our-archive
https://www.economist.com/podcasts/2022/12/27/how-the-tech-behind-chatgpt-could-change-the-world-an-updated-episode-from-our-archive
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2022/12/15/23509014/chatgpt-artificial-intelligence-openai-language-models-ai-risk-google
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2022/12/15/23509014/chatgpt-artificial-intelligence-openai-language-models-ai-risk-google
https://techcrunch.com/2022/04/06/openais-new-dall-e-model-draws-anything-but-bigger-better-and-faster-than-before/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/09/technology/codex-artificial-intelligence-coding.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/09/technology/codex-artificial-intelligence-coding.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/12/technology/microsoft-openai-chatgpt.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/12/technology/microsoft-openai-chatgpt.html


ML Platform

Customizable AI Models
Cognitive Services

Scenario-Based Services

Applied AI Services

Application Platform

AI Builder

Applications

Azure AI

Partner Solutions

Power BI Power Apps Power Automate Power Virtual Agents

Azure Machine Learning

Vision Speech Language Decision OpenAI Service

Immersive Reader Form RecognizerBot Service Video Indexer Metrics AdvisorCognitive Search

Developers & 
Data Scientists 

Business 
Users



Azure OpenAI | Top 4 Capabilities & Use Cases

Call Center Analytics: Summary 

of customer support 

conversation logs

Convert Natural Language to 

SQL (or vice versa) for telemetry 

data

Subject Matter Expert Document 

Summarization (e.g. financial 

reporting, analyst articles)

Convert Natural Language to 

Query Proprietary Data Models

Code Documentation

Search reviews for a specific 

product / service

Social Media Trends 

Summarization

Information Discovery and 

Knowledge Mining

End to End Call Center Analytics: Classification, Sentiment, Entity Extraction, Summarization and Email Generation

Customer 360: Hyper-personalisation using timely Summarization of customer queries & trends, Search, and Content Generation

Call Center Analytics: 

Automatically generate 

responses to customer inquiries

Generate personalised UI for 

your website

Business Process Automation: Search through structured & unstructured documentation, Generate Code to query data models, Content Generation



Power BI

Web 

Application

Cosmos DB

PDF OCR 

pipeline

Azure Cognitive 

Search

Azure OpenAI 

Service

Azure Form 

RecognizerDocuments

Document Process Automation
Extract rich insights from documents and summarizing them



Fujitsu delivers up to 99.9 percent 
scanning accuracy with Azure AI form 
and character recognition

To increase the speed and accuracy of the solution while also providing 

customers with increased capabilities for extracting text and metadata 

from documents, Fujitsu turned to Azure Form Recognizer, an Applied AI 

Service.

For Fujitsu customers, the increase in scanning accuracy can have 

significant real-world impacts. Healthcare providers can also have 
greater confidence that scanned written prescriptions will be precisely 
entered into their medical records system.

Enhancing EdgeXperience with Form Recognizer is proving to be an 

invaluable decision for Fujitsu. According to the company’s benchmarks, 
OCR recognition is 99.9 percent with a combination of their image 
enhancement technology and Microsoft’s OCR technology. 

With hand-printed text on forms, the recognition is approximately 96 

percent or more. With free form handwriting, with no form background, 
recognition is approximately 97 percent. 

With technologies like Form Recognizer, we’re designing 

intelligent workflows and automation that support 

information agility and the day-to-day work our 

customers are doing.“

Bernie Schweiss

Vice President of Sales and Business Development

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/form-recognizer/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/product-categories/applied-ai-services/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/product-categories/applied-ai-services/


Contact Center Analytics using Speech API & OpenAI
Extract rich insights from call transcripts

Call-Center Agent

Person-to-Person

Conversation

Caller

Telephony

Server

Azure

Storage

Azure Cognitive Services –

Speech & OpenAI

Intelligent 

Transcription

Speech-to-Text Azure OpenAI

Service

Conversation Trends

& Insights

PowerBI Insights
(near real-time)

Audio

Files

Detailed call history incl. 

summaries, call reasons, etc.

CRM



Johnson & Johnson is transforming its business 

by embedding Intelligent Automation into the 

fabric of the organization. 

The opportunity to reimagine work is significant and has the 
potential to empower and equip employees with new skills, 
capabilities, and the freedom to focus on more fulfilling, 
engaging and purpose-driven work.

Johnson & Johnson uses chatbots as a key way to transform how the business 

operates globally, as they offer the ability to improve employee and customer 

experience, effectiveness, and efficiency by giving more than 130,000 employees 

access to real-time data while accounting for local data regulations.

Business units across Johnson & Johnson need real-time information to share 

internally and externally so that employees and customers can get the answers 

they need to make informed decisions. By using a common chatbot framework 

along with the Azure Bot Services, employees without technical training or 

experience can now build their own bots to serve their teams and customers at a 

fraction of the time and cost it took to develop previous chatbot projects. 

Within six months, JJT deployed 10 chatbots into production. An additional 50 

chatbots are currently in development for both internal and external use. 

Departments worldwide now employ chatbots for a wide range of uses such as 

addressingcustomer returns, answering product-related questions, and checking 

the status ofchangerequests andchangeorders in ERP systems. Employees can 

access the chatbots to get insights and data while in Microsoft Teams.

I strongly believe chatbots are changing the face 

of how we interact with our customers and 

partners, both internally and externally,” 

Aravinda Boyapati

Intelligent Automation Leader

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/bot-services/


Azure OpenAI Instruction

Output 

Customer conversation

Azure OpenAI | Sample Use Cases



Customer conversation in 

English (or other language)

Azure OpenAI

Instruction in English

Output as JSON

Azure OpenAI | Sample Use Cases



Input - German

Azure OpenAI 

Instruction - English

Output - English

Azure OpenAI | Sample Use Cases



Zero Trust 





24 trillion 



Once-in-a-generation challenge



Once-in-a-generation opportunity



Q&A



Thank you


